Invitation to sponsor Computer Science Project Demonstration Fair, at
Swansea University, Swansea, Wales, UK
http://cs.swan.ac.uk/~csbob/teaching/projectFair/
About the Project Fair and
Support
Every year, final year computer
science students dedicate two
semesters to their final year
project as part of their degree
qualification. Since 2008, these
students present the results of
their project to the departmental
public as well as to local IT
industry. The aim of the fair is to
provide students with a
professional environment where they:
• Present and defend their final year projects
• See how their own project fits into the context of the entire year's results
• Network professionally with local industry and third parties.
During the fair, students present by their exhibition space for discussions with visitors from
the entire Swansea Bay area community. This is a great opportunity to come and meet our
latest group of graduates as well as to network with visitors from local academia and
industry. Prizes are also awarded on the day. It is an honor and a challenge to organize
this annual event which is a critical milestone (and turning point) for all of the participants
involved.
The cost of running this important event is over £75 per student. Costs include renting
computer plinths, panels, spotlights, name signs, power supply, poster printing, space hire,
catering, labor, and any equipment used in the project demonstration itself. In 2017 we
expect over 100 students to present their work. The participants at the project fair pay for
poster printing, the equipment they use, e.g., laptops, mobile devices such as smart
phones, software, and travel. Not at the least due to the relatively high prices in the UK,
additional support is encouraged to offer a satisfying event to all participants. Currently, we
estimate the overall need w.r.t. additional funding/sponsoring to be about £2,000,–. To
actually acquire this support, we (the Department of Computer Science, Swansea
University) have started to contact a number of potential supports, both from the public as
well as from the private sector.
How to support the Computer Science Project Demonstration Fair?
(for reasons why to support the Fair, see the last page)
We are open, of course, to ideas that sponsors have themselves on how to support the
project demonstration fair and we welcome any suggestions (see our contact details
further down). Generally, we see two choices for those who plan to help us or get involved:
1. Be a general sponsor (in one of four categories: platinum, gold, silver, or bronze)
2. Choose a specific sponsoring package (and support the social event, an invited
speaker, etc.)
In the following, we explain these two choices in more detail.
1. Becoming a General Sponsor of the Computer Science Project Fair
Depending on the amount of contribution, sponsors can support the project fair on four

different levels:
• A Platinum Sponsor supports the fair with £1,000
• A Gold Sponsor supports the fair with £500
• A Silver Sponsor supports the fair with £200
• A Bronze Sponsor supports the fair with £100
Depending on the level of support, we offer various levels of advantages and visibility to
our sponsors as summarized in the following table:
Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Online/printed
advertising

All sponsors of the project fair are advertised with logo (and link) on
event web page and in any printed advertising (order/prominence
depends on level).

Advertisement
at Event1

--

1 piece1

Up to 2 pieces1

Additional
Advertising

–

Where possible

On event poster On event poster,
Email list
directly to
students, ...

Special
Mention2

–

–

Where possible2 Special
recognition2

Visibility at the –
venue3

Poster3

Booth (or event Booth, event
poster)3
poster, ...3

Presentation in –
special
session4

~5 minutes

~15 minutes

~25 minutes

Free Fair
Passes

3

Up to 5

Up to 10

1

Up to 3 pieces1

Notes:
1. Advertisement materials could be a leaflet, a flyer, a pen, a writing block, …
2. Special mention refers to special statements at the event, e.g., in the course of the
welcome speech, in related press coverage / press releases.
3. Posters / roll ups / booths of sponsors are planned to be located on campus and
break areas. For details w.r.t. size of the poster, dimensions of the booth, etc.,
please contact the event organizer(s).
4. We plan to have a special session in which supporters of the fair can present
themselves with a talk. Please contact the event organizer(s) (see below for
contact details) in case of any questions.
2. Choosing a Specific Sponsoring Package
In addition to the option of becoming a general sponsor of the project demonstration fair,
there is also an opportunity to support the event by sponsoring one or more specific part(s)
of the event:
• A Social Event Sponsor covers £500– of the cost of the evening buffet
• A Lunch Sponsor supports the lunch at the event £300
• A Media Coverage Sponsor supports the production of photos and videos from the
event £100

•
•
•
•

A Coffee Break Sponsor associates with all tea breaks £100
The Digital Media Sponsor supports the event and gets a digital copy of all of the
posters on a memory stick £1000
A Sponsor of an Invited Speaker helps with the contribution of £200 (available
twice)
A Sponsor of the Best Project Award helps to shape up the project fair Award(s)
with £150 (available twice)

Depending on the choice of sponsoring package(s), the following benefits and advantages
are offered to our sponsors:
• All sponsors of the event are exposed with logo (and link) on the project fair web
page and in any printed media (order/prominence according to the amount of the
support).
• Special Package Sponsors are visibly (and by announcement) associated with the
event part which they stand in for – a Lunch Sponsor, for instance, can place a
poster, roll up, and/or selected advertisement goodies along with the supported
lunch; Any negotiations may be made. For details, please contact the event
organizers.
• Special Package Sponsors have also the opportunity to present themselves with a
talk in the planned special session (compare to the General Sponsors section on
the previous page, especially with respect to the lengths of such talks).
• Special Package Sponsors get (a) free fair pass(es) according to the amount of
support (please refer to the previous page for relations between amount of support
and number of free event passes).
Questions? Contact Information?
The project fair is organized by the Department of Computer Science, Swansea University.
Robert S Laramee, r.s.laramee @ swansea.ac.uk, (+44) 01792 602 609 is an Associate
Professor at Swansea University and the local event chair.
More information is available from the event home page [1].
[1] The home page of the project demonstration fair is:
http://cs.swan.ac.uk/~csbob/teaching/projectFair/
[2] http://www.swansea.ac.uk/compsci/ -Computer Science Dept., Swansea University
Further Questions and Answers
In the following we make an attempt to answer questions that already emerged when
preparing this activity.
Why support the Annual Computer Science Project Demonstration Fair?
We think that there are several good reasons for sponsors to help making the event a
success, including the following:
• The project fair provides an excellent opportunity to advertise one’s own business to
potential users/customers as well as to potential new employees and/or partners.
This might be especially interesting for local businesses. It is a unique opportunity
to get an exposure to an international audience that both highly knowledgeable as
well as influential when it comes to future decision-making processes in their local
environment.
• The event provides inspiration for potential innovation within one’s own product
portfolio. It’s also relevant for updating the knowledge about the current trends (in
computer science) and possible developments in related areas.
• The event provides the best annual opportunity in South Wales to get in contact
with a strong selection of Swansea University's best results/individuals in current

•
•

•

computer science. This is a great recruiting opportunity.
The fair is interesting both for researchers/scientists as well as for practitioners and
technologists in the field of visualization.
A major goal of organizing the event at Swansea University is to make it a highly
interesting and a nice, enjoyable event for all participants –many influential and
widely recognized academics and guests from industry from all around South Wales
attend every year to get a best possible update in computing. We think that it is
really important that satisfied participants will return home from the fair with a
positive impression from the event and that they enjoyed coming to Swansea
University. To provide the participants of the fair with such a positive experience, a
substantial amount of additional funding/sponsoring is necessary and supporters
can be the enabling factor to make this possible. Of course, this important positive
role of all supporters will be made explicit accordingly before, throughout, and after
the event.
Employers may also want to raise their awareness of competition.

Terms of Payment for Sponsors
First of all, a commitment to sponsor the demonstration fair is the starting point for a
successful process. The offered advantages for sponsors of the event become effective
once the support has been received. Sponsors will be charged the negotiated amount
through an accordingly worded invoice. Details about this (timing, process, wording) can
be discussed with the event organizers and a certain amount of flexibility is definitely
considered an advantage.

